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Abstract

We propose the VDG Challenge: a shared
task that addresses and benchmarks the task
of utterance generation in collaborative visual
dialogue. The task features two challenging
datasets, an evaluation protocol and a tenta-
tive schedule. Our shared task will allow re-
searchers to unravel problems of modelling
multi-modal interaction and fit of the existing
approaches in the NLP and NLG communities.

1 Introduction

In the early 70s, the SHRDLU system (Winograd,
1971) was a revolutionary development. Many be-
lieved it had the ability to understand human lan-
guage, as it was able to describe what it saw in an
environment based on human queries. However,
the illusion of intelligence of SHRDLU was dis-
pelled as it became clear that the system did not
know, for example, what a “box” is. Fast forward to
today’s world, we have made significant progress
with more advanced language models. For instance,
models like ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2023) and various
Transformer-based architectures for language un-
derstanding and generation (Devlin et al., 2019;
Brown et al., 2020) have demonstrated the ability
to understand language to some extent. Moreover,
integrating language with other modalities has be-
come essential in improving these models and mak-
ing them more applicable to real-world scenarios
(Bender and Koller, 2020). In fact, language-and-
vision research has been making steps in this direc-
tion (Bernardi et al., 2016), as its aim is to build
language systems that can map language with the
world (Wittgenstein, 1953).

Despite the progress made, research efforts in
multi-modal NLP have primarily concentrated on
more specific tasks, such as referring expression
generation (Krahmer and van Deemter, 2012), im-
age description generation (Karpathy and Fei-Fei,

2017), and visual question answering (Antol et al.,
2015). This focus is understandable because mod-
elling human-human or human-world interaction
is a challenging task, and there are several reasons
for this. Firstly, human language use is highly
dynamic, adaptive, and difficult to represent com-
putationally. Successful communication relies on
understanding the context, which can encompass
textual and multi-modal information, as well as
grasping the speaker’s intentions. Deciding what
to say, how to say it, and when to say it are fun-
damental aspects of effective communication that
require a nuanced understanding of language and
context. Secondly, building a robust model requires
high-quality dialogue data, which is challenging to
gather and ensure that it possesses the properties
observable in human language use. Simply put,
there are multiple components involved in mod-
elling human dialogue, and they must all be in-
tegrated harmoniously to create a truly effective
conversational model.

Our proposal, the Visual Dialogue Generation
(VDG) challenge, aims to create a platform that
addresses the challenges in modelling multi-modal
human-like situated dialogue (Clark et al., 1991).
Specifically, our setup revolves around a collab-
orative visual dialogue, where two participants
are placed in an environment with individual vi-
sual scenes and are asked to solve a specific task
through language interaction. Within this setup,
we focus on a particular task of next utterance
generation, which is part of a broader communica-
tive context. The primary goal of the challenge is
to build and evaluate (neural) modelling proposals
that can generate better responses given specific
contexts. These contexts are defined as sets of pre-
viously generated utterances and visual scenes that
collectively form a single language game. Each lan-
guage game may serve a different purpose, such as
describing, asking, or clarifying. Importantly, our
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aim is not to build a conversational agent capable of
holding a full-scale dialogue with a human. Instead,
we narrow our focus to a single step: generating a
response given a particular situation. By doing so,
we can concentrate on examining the quality and
value of the generated texts, which is important for
building a model of conversation.

The challenge will use two datasets: the Cups
(Dobnik et al., 2020) and MeetUp (Ilinykh et al.,
2019), both of which are multi-modal and rich in
various dialogue phenomena, such as clarification
requests and turn-taking, crucial for a complete col-
laborative process (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).
In addition, Cups corpus has data in two languages,
English and Swedish. While there have been a
few proposed visual dialogue models and datasets
(Das et al., 2017; de Vries et al., 2017), they suffer
from rigidity and a lack of many phenomena fre-
quently observed in natural human dialogues. Our
proposal aims to learn from better high-quality dia-
logue data, even though the datasets are relatively
small in size. As a result, this challenge specifically
focuses on transfer learning, learning from small
data, and benchmarking the ability of existing gen-
erative models to generate responses in human-like
multi-modal dialogues. An important feature of our
data is that the dialogues were produced with spe-
cific (and different) tasks in mind, resulting in high-
quality interactions. This raises questions about
how much interactive knowledge is shared between
different contexts and domains, and how much of
it is specific to certain situations. Additionally, we
aim to learn from the Natural Language Generation
(NLG) community about the challenges and issues
that arise when building generative multi-modal
models, including biases, ethical concerns, and the
naturalness of generated responses.

2 Datasets

Both Cups and MeetUp were collected in a task-
oriented setting. In Cups (Figure 1), two partici-
pants were asked to locate missing cups on a table
in a virtually generated scene. It is worth noting
that the cups missing for each participant were not
necessarily the same ones. These cups varied in
colour, type, and location, and each participant
could only see a subset of them from a different
view. To communicate and identify each other’s
missing cups, participants used the chat interface.
Importantly, there were no restrictions on how the
task should be approached, allowing participants
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Figure 1: The Cups corpus: an allocentric view of the
scene with annotated objects. Participants (labelled as
“1” and “2”) cannot see objects marked with their colour
(either red or blue). Katie (labelled as “3”) is a passive
observer of the scene.

the freedom to choose their strategies. For addi-
tional scenes from the Cups corpus, refer to Ap-
pendix A.

Figure 2: The MeetUp game interface. A view for player
A is presented. The image on the right side changes if
the player moves to a different room.

In MeetUp (Figure 2), participants are randomly
placed in a room, which is shown as a real image.
This room is part of a larger house area, consist-
ing of connected real images. Participants are in-
formed that they can move around the house by
executing specific actions, for example, using “/s”
to move south from the current room shown in the
image. Through navigation and interaction in the
chat interface, participants are required to ensure
that they end up in the same room, where they both
see an identical image. It is worth noting that the
house layouts often contained multiple rooms of
the same type, and participants were frequently
asked to meet in a room of this specific type. Sim-
ilar to Cups, there were no restrictions placed on
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the participants regarding how they should solve
the task.

3 Task description

The main objective of this challenge is to bench-
mark and evaluate generative models in the context
of multi-modal dialogues. Specifically, the task
is to generate the utterance ui given the context
C, where i represents the utterance number. The
context C is formed by the dialogue history and
visual scene(s). An important question arises: how
effectively can the models utilise the context for
generating the next utterance? To address this, we
first split each dialogue in the dataset into conver-
sational games (Dobnik and Storckenfeldt, 2018).
Each game corresponds to a specific sub-task such
as asking for more information or describing a
scene. In the Cups corpus, game annotations for
dialogues in Swedish are already available, and
we plan to prepare annotations for dialogues in
English and MeetUp dialogues as well. These con-
versational games can be seen as mini-contexts that
help achieve a particular goal (Kowtko et al., 1991).
The sentences we select belong to the context of a
specific conversational game CL, which, in turn, is
part of a broader dialogue context CD. We provide
two types of contexts: (i) conversational game con-
text CL: this includes the utterances preceding the
target utterance ui within a single conversational
game, and (ii) dialogue context CD: this provides
information on how the target utterance fits into the
overall context of all other utterances and games.
It is important to include the full dialogue con-
text, as the flow of dialogues is not always linear;
sometimes, a single conversational game can be
embedded within another game. We emphasise
that a single utterance can often be just a fragment
of a broader set of utterances that together convey
a specific idea.

3.1 State of the data and statistics

The challenge will be conducted on the data avail-
able in public repositories. The MeetUp repository
1 contains 430 dialogues, where each dialogue is
a sequence of events. An event can be a message
from either a bot or a player. This can also be a
navigation action executed by one of the players.
Each valid navigation action changes position of
the player in the house resulting in change of the

1https://github.com/clp-research/
meetup

scenery that the player sees. The images of house
environments are taken from the ADE20k corpus
(Zhou et al., 2017) and can be referred back to it.
The MeetUp dialogues have on average 13.2 turns
per dialogue, with each turn consisting on average
of 5.1 tokens. There are 28.3 navigation actions
performed on average per dialogue which means
that there are approximately 2 moves per message.
There are a few instances in the dataset when a
single participant played the game multiple times,
e.g. one worker participated in the game 49 times.
Novice players played with each other only in 22
games. This information can be potentially use-
ful for modelling because, participants adopt and
change their strategy based on the familiarity with
the game and they carry some of that knowledge to
new conversations2.

The Cups corpus3 consists of dialogues and cor-
responding individual static views of the same
scene. We provide the views for each participant
along with the ground-truth top-down view of the
scene with no missing objects. We will also pro-
vide files with bounding box annotations of ob-
ject ids as shown in Figure 1. The textual part of
the dataset includes annotations of turns, dialogue
acts, frame of reference (FoR), repair, and dialogue
games (Swedish only) with the goal of capturing sit-
uated collaborative referring (Dobnik et al., 2015).
Cups also contains annotations of reference and co-
reference to scene entities Dobnik and Silfversparre
(2021) using the CoNLL 2011/2011 annotation
scheme (Pradhan et al., 2011). The Cups dataset
has a fewer dialogues: 2 dialogues in English and
6 dialogues in Swedish. However, as they can take
over an hour they are much longer and are struc-
tured in more dialogues games than MeetUp dia-
logues. There are on average 299 turns per dialogue
in the English data and 171 turn per dialogue in the
Swedish data.

The information on downloading the data will
be available to the participants. We plan to com-
plete annotations of dialogues with conversational
games before INLG 2023. In terms of the splits,
we are planning to follow the standard 80/10/10
split for training, validation and test data. Note
that these splits are not for dialogues themselves,

2Based on our observations expert players tend to produce
fewer messages, instead relying on the strategy of asking the
other player to stay in the room and describe it, while they are
looking for it.

3https://github.com/sdobnik/
cups-corpus

https://github.com/clp-research/meetup
https://github.com/clp-research/meetup
https://github.com/sdobnik/cups-corpus
https://github.com/sdobnik/cups-corpus
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but for target utterances U, which are part of an-
notated conversational games. Our datasets are
relatively small. However, they contain rich natural
interaction data (rather than short crowd-sourced
interactions or artificially generated dialogue data
found in some popular datasets). We would like
to encourage challenge participants to exploit the
possibility of applying transfer learning by training
the multi-modal dialogue model first on the other
(larger) datasets (Zhang et al., 2018; Galetzka et al.,
2020) and then fine-tuning them on our data and
evaluate the possibility of such transfer as well as
compare the datasets with each other.

Visual dialogue is a task that has previously been
addressed in the Visual Dialog Challenge4 where
the goal is to answer a question given an image
and a dialogue history. The challenge has attracted
several submissions and has been conducted three
times. However, the data used in this challenge
lacks several linguistic phenomena found in Cups
and MeetUp (Byron, 2003) which go beyond sim-
ple question-answer pairs (Das et al., 2017; Dong
et al., 2021). In appendix B we provide a linguistic
analysis of dialogues from both Cups and MeetUp
and demonstrate that complexity and richness of
dialogue phenomena found in our data.

4 Evaluation campaign

Table 1 presents the preliminary schedule for the
proposed challenge. Initially, we will provide a de-
scription of the available infrastructure, which will
serve as the hosting server for managing system
submissions. Participants are expected to adhere
to these requirements, and they should specify the
use of GPUs, external APIs, and other components
in their systems. For the submission and review of
papers, we will use the OpenReview platform. For
evaluating the generated responses, we will com-
pare the outputs of each model against a held-out
test set, using various metrics such as BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie,
2005), ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and CIDEr (Vedantam
et al., 2015), BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020), and
BARTScore (Yuan et al., 2021).

We will conduct a human evaluation and develop
an evaluation protocol for the system submissions.
To collect human judgments, we will leverage Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk, and we might also explore us-
ing Prolific as an alternative platform, which could

4https://visualdialog.org/challenge/
2020

potentially provide more qualified human crowd-
workers5. The human evaluation procedure will be
modelled after the one used in the WebNLG+ 2020
challenge (Castro Ferreira et al., 2020), given that
one of the authors of this proposal has experience
in running human evaluation. For the human evalu-
ation, crowd-workers will assess the quality of the
generated responses based on the dialogue history
and visual history (in the case of MeetUp) or scene
views (in the case of Cups). These evaluations may
be compared against the ground-truth human re-
sponses. To rank the responses, a Likert scale from
1 to 5 will be employed, where a higher score indi-
cates better quality of the generated response. In
human evaluation we will focus on several aspects
including:

1. Relevance: Does the response align with the
available history of linguistic interaction be-
tween participants? Does the utterance sound
like something a person would say? We refer
to this criterion as local relevance. Addition-
ally, we will consider context provided after the
generated response (from the ground-truth dia-
logue) and ask human evaluators to assess if the
response fits the overall topic of conversation
(global relevance).

2. Usefulness: Does the response contribute to
solving the task? Can people identify the visual
elements that the utterance refers to? We will
present human crowd-workers with examples
of situations where a response is relevant but
not useful, and vice versa. The aim is to mea-
sure the degree of informativeness of responses,
considering the nature of the task.

3. Correctness: Is the response well-structured,
grammatical, and written in fluent language?

Additionally, we will ask human evaluators to
perform fuzzy matching of the generated utterances
with the ground-truth responses. This approach
takes into consideration that the system’s output
might not be entirely relevant locally but could still
be relevant globally. By doing so, the models will
not be penalised by automatic metrics for gener-
ating responses that differ from the ground-truth

5As our focus is not solely on conversational agents, the
evaluation will be on assessing the quality of the generated
utterances within a given context. Implementing a more so-
phisticated evaluation setup, where a submitted system ac-
tively plays the full game, would require a different type of
challenge task.

https://visualdialog.org/challenge/2020
https://visualdialog.org/challenge/2020
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Period Phase
September 2023 Announcement at INLG 2023 along with the call for participation. The training and validation

data are made available on the challenge website. Release of automatic evaluation scripts.
Registration of participants is open.

December 2023 Test data is released, system submission. The baseline model is released along with its results
for automatic evaluation.

January 2024 Deadline for system submission.
February 2024 Results of automatic evaluation are announced.
April 2024 Results of human evaluation are announced. Authors are asked to submit their system reports.
May–June 2024 System report reviewing and notification. Camera-ready submission of the system reports.
June 2024 The challenge is completed. Participant reports and challenge report are submitted to INLG 2024

and presented at the conference.

Table 1: Tentative protocol for the challenge. The schedule might change depending on the timeline of INLG 2024.

significantly, as long as they remain relevant to the
conversation itself.

To ensure the quality of human evaluation, we
will prepare a set of utterances in contexts that
clearly represent both low and high points on the
Likert scale for each of the aspects mentioned ear-
lier. These examples will be shown to crowd-
workers before they begin evaluating the actual
outputs of the submitted systems. Conducting a
few test rounds for human evaluation will help us
understand the workers’ performance and the level
of guidance they require to perform well in our
task. This process will help us build a pool of
highly skilled workers who are trained to evaluate
challenge submissions6.

The challenge winners will be selected based on
multiple criteria. Instead of focusing solely on mod-
els that perform well overall, we will also consider
models that excel in specific tasks. For instance,
we will look for better transfer learning approaches,
multi-lingual models, or uni-modal approaches that
perform well across various metrics. By examining
individual properties of the submitted systems, we
aim to document and benchmark the task of utter-
ance generation in visual dialogue from multiple
perspectives.

5 Conclusion

We present the VDG Challenge as a platform to ad-
vance research in grounded situated dialogue. We
believe that the task of generating the next utterance
in collaborative visual dialogue holds significant
value for the NLG (Natural Language Generation)
community, especially considering the remarkable
performance and attention achieved by large lan-
guage models in the NLP field. Our primary ob-
jective is to establish a comprehensive task bench-

6We will also recruit workers from external websites such
as https://www.mturkcrowd.com.

mark, and as such, we welcome novel ideas for
multi-modal dialogue modelling. We would be
delighted to host the challenge at INLG 2024.
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A Cups corpus: individual views

Figure 3: Individual scene view of the speaker 1 from
Figure 1.

Figure 4: Individual scene view of the speaker 2 from
Figure 1.

B MeetUp and Cups examples

Here is an example from the MeetUp corpus:

(1) a. Game Master: You have to meet in a room of
type utility room.

b. A: Hi. I’m in a bedroom with pink walls.
c. B: I seem to be in a kitchen.
d. A: I’ll go look for a utility room.
e. A (privately): north
f. A (privately): west
g. B (privately): east
h. A: Found a room with a washing machine. Is

that a utility room?
i. B: Was wondering as well. Probably that’s

what it is.
j. B: I’m in the pink bedroom now. I’ll come to

you.
k. B (privately): north
l. B (privately): west
m. B: Poster above washing machine?
n. A: Mine has a mirror on the wall.
o. B: yeah, could be mirror. Plastic chair?
p. A: And laundry basket.
q. A: done
r. B: Same
s. B: done

MeetUp has many high-level descriptions of the
scene ((1-b)–(1-c)), which require understanding of
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room types. Strategy coordination ((1-d)–(1-j)) and
revisions of previously made references (“poster”
to “mirror” in (1-m)–(1-o)) occur as well. There is
also a need for memory (1-j), which is important
for co-reference. Another property of the dataset is
the presence of indirect dialogue acts ((1-p)–(1-o)).

Below is an excerpt from the Cups corpus:

(2) a. A: i see lots of cups and containers on the table
b. B: me too
c. A: some white, some red, some yellow, some

blue
d. B: I see six white ones
e. A: i see seven
f. A: but maybe we should move in one direc-

tion...
g. B: ok, lets do that
h. A: shall we take it from katies point of view?
i. B: ok
j. . . .
k. B: so what do you see in the “second row” from

my perspective?
l. A: i see red, then space, then white and blue

(same as katie’s)
m. A: no yellow
n. B: is it on the edge of the table?
o. B: on your left
p. A: ok, yes!

We observe reference to the same (or different!)
objects using attributes such as colour and identi-
fication of object mismatch, e.g. (2-a)–(2-e). In
(2-f)–(2-i) participants negotiate interactive strat-
egy. Adjusting a perspective (or frame of reference)
for spatial relations is also important in dialogue
games, e.g. (2-k)–(2-p).


